
　Welcome: as a place card

[Explanation of the wooden box with letters]
Your letters are all handwritten by calligrapher.
Hiragana: Japanese calligrapher / Alphabet: modern calligrapher

　Reception: unboxing ceremony

Please take a look at your wooden box on the table. This is the gift 
for you from Bride & Groom. From now on we will hold an unboxing 
ceremony together.
Let’s see what’s in there. 3.2.1...open!

[Explanation of the cup: pottery]
The pottery cup which is selected by a cup selector with image of 
your name is inside the wooden box.
We create these cups with the theme of one and only in the world. 
Potters from Kansai region turn the potter’s wheel one by one is 
colorful and unique even in the shape.

[Explanation of the cup when the bride and groom select these 
cup one by one]
The handmade one and only pottery cup made by Japanese 
potter is inside the wooden box. Bride and groom went to see the 
cup in Kyoto,Fushimi. And they selected the cup while thinking of 
you.

　Reception: win performance

[with golden cup]
Someone is a lucky person who gets the golden cup in. If you get 
the "golden cup", a trophy- shaped cup that shines in gold, you are 
winner!

[If they prepare the petit present]
Please come to the front who are winner. They will give you a 
special gift for the winner. Enjoy this performance with your idea 
like nominating surprise speech and more.

 
Script of MC’s and Bride & Groom’s speech for unboxing ceremony

it may be a good idea for 
bride and groom to give a signal.
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　Welcome: as a place card

[Explanation of the wooden box with letters]
Your letters are all handwritten by calligrapher.
Hiragana: Japanese calligrapher / Alphabet: modern calligrapher

　Reception: unboxing ceremony

Please take a look at your wooden box on the table. This is the gift 
for you from Bride & Groom. From now on we will hold an unboxing 
ceremony together.
Let’s see what’s in there. 3.2.1...open!

[Explanation of the cup: Glass cup]
The glass cup which is selected by a cup selector with image of 
your name is inside the wooden box.
We create these glass cups with the theme of one and only in the 
world. The glass cup which is made by artists of glass blown is 
coloful and unique and different one by one.

[Explanation of the cup when the bride and groom select these 
cup one by one]
The handmade one and only pottery cup made by Japanese 
potter is inside the wooden box. Bride and groom went to see the 
cup in Kyoto,Fushimi. And they selected the cup while thinking of 
you.

　Reception: win performance

[with golden ring]
Someone is a lucky person who gets the cup with golden ring. If 
you get the "golden ring", a cup that spout shines in gold ring, you 
are winner!

[If they prepare the petit present]
Please come to the front who are winner. They will give you a 
special gift for the winner. Enjoy this performance with your idea 
like nominating surprise speech and more.

Script of MC’s and Bride & Groom’s speech for unboxing ceremony
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it may be a good idea for 
bride and groom to give a signal.


